PANERIFFIC GOLD

Envirochem
425 Whitehead Avenue
South River, NJ 08882
Phone—732-238-6700
Fax– 732-238-5590

GENERAL DESCRIPTION: PANERIFFIC GOLD SOLID POT
& PAN is a versatile, high sudsing, solid detergent. PANERIFFIC GOLD is especially formulated with the heavy duty
cleaning ability necessary for the hand washing of soiled pots
and pans. PANERIFFIC GOLD's spot free rinsing characteristics also make it an excellent detergent for use on dishes,
glasses, silverware, and equipment.
PANERIFFIC GOLD is packaged in a convenient, easy-toreplace disposable canister. These highly concentrated, long
lasting canisters reduce labor and handling at economical use
dilutions.
PANERIFFIC GOLD holds its suds and cleaning power while
soaking dishes clean. PANERIFFIC GOLD has extreme
grease-cutting power, yet is mild on hands. PANERIFFIC
GOLD is economical, easy to use, and is completely biodegradable.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
Chemical Composition . . . . Foam builders and stabilizers
grease cutting agents, pH neutralizers, water conditioning
agents.
Appearance.......................................................... gold solid
pH of 1% solution .............................................................. 8
Stability ...............................1 year @ ambient temperature
Biodegradable ............................................................... Yes
Foaming .................................................... Excellent, stable
Rinsing ................................................................. Complete
Solubility............................................................... Complete

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
First scrape and remove as much solid food and waste as possible. Wash dishes and pans in recommended dilution of PANERIFFIC GOLD. Rinse thoroughly in clear, hot water.
Use only in SOLID BOWL TYPE DETERGENT DISPENSER.
Do not use in conventional water-filled dispensers.
Remove detergent container cover, invert container and insert in
dispenser or use screw threads to attach dispenser.
To remove used container, carefully lift or unscrew container
from dispenser.
Turn container upright to avoid spills. Use cover from new container to seal the used container.

HANDLING PRECAUTIONS:
CAUTION: WARNING
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
Do not take internally. Contact with skin and eyes may cause
irritation. Harmful if swallowed. Flood with water if splashed in
eyes. Flush with water for 15 minutes and consult physician
immediately. If ingested, drink large amounts of milk, milk of
magnesia or gelatin, or if these are not available, drink large
amounts of water. DO NOT induce vomiting. Obtain prompt
medical attention.

PACKAGING:

4/5 lb. canisters - 20 lbs. net/23 lbs. gross

Seller makes no warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the
use of this product other than indicated on the label. Buyer assumes all risk of use and/or handling of this material when such
use and/or handling is contrary to label instructions.

